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Abstract. We describe the flight testing and the integration process of the Microsoft HoloLens
2 as head-mounted display (HMD) with DLR’s research helicopter. In the previous work, the
HoloLens was integrated into a helicopter simulator. Now, while migrating the HoloLens into
a real helicopter, the main challenge was the head tracking of the HoloLens, because it is not
designed to operate on moving vehicles. Therefore, the internal head tracking is operated in a
limited rotation-only mode, and resulting drift errors are compensated for with an external
tracker, several of which have been tested in advance. The fusion is done with a Kalman filter,
which contains a non-linear weighting. Internal tracking errors of the HoloLens caused by
vehicle accelerations are mitigated with a system identification approach. For calibration, the
virtual world is manually aligned using the helicopter’s noseboom. The external head tracker
(EHT) is largely automatically calibrated using an optimization approach and therefore, works
for all trackers and regardless of its mounting positions on vehicle and head. Most of the pretests
were carried out in a car, which indicates the flexibility in terms of vehicle type. The flight tests
have shown that the overall quality of this HMD solution is very good. The conformal holograms
are almost jitter-free, there is no latency, and errors of lower frequencies are identical with
the performance that the EHT can provide, which in combination greatly improves immersion.
Profiting from almost all features of the HoloLens 2 is a major advantage, especially for rapid
research and development. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution
4.0 International License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attri-
bution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.60.10.103103]
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1 Introduction

Optical see-through head-mounted displays (HMD) can provide information in a way that no
other display can.1 This unique capability makes it possible to create artificial environments,2

visualize sensor data and sensor images,3 and reduce size, weight, and power of avionic systems4

and has completely changed the avionics display applications in military airborne vehicles,5–8

which is likely to happen in large parts in civil aviation as well. If correctly designed, they per-
fectly align with the goal of avionics to increase situational awareness9 and to prevent important
cues from being missed due to informational overload. Also aircraft simulators and training7,10–13

can be enhanced with HMDs. Especially in combination with a head tracker, world-fixed
symbols can significantly improve the performance of pilots.14–19

Various HMD systems have been developed over the past few decades. Those systems must
meet many safety criteria in order to be used for helicopters, which requires a high development
and certification effort. Due to the high costs, those systems are currently mainly in use by mili-
tary operators. The high adaptability offers a much broader field of application than military use.
Especially, the use in commercial offshore helicopters during oversea operation can increase
flight safety and expand the environmental conditions where helicopter operations are possible.
During routine offshore operations, helicopter pilots are often faced with harsh environmental
conditions such as sea fog, precipitation, and turbulence. Flights in such degraded visual
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environments (DVE) can cause a degradation in handling qualities as well as a significant
increase of workload. Those factors can lead to a spatial disorientation, a loss of situational
awareness and in the worst case to a controlled flight into terrain. It has been shown in many
previous works that HMDs can evidently reduce pilots’ workload and increase their situational
awareness.20–26 Especially in environments with outside visual references, HMDs provide addi-
tional visual cues.

To be able to apply these safety relevant features to the commercial operation, HMD systems
need to be affordable for non-military helicopter operators and they need to be retrofittable in
typical offshore helicopter. Although military HMDs were mainly developed for a specific air-
craft type, modern commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) augmented reality (AR) systems could be
used in a wider range of vehicle types. In combination with suitable support systems, such as
head tracking and vehicle state data sensor units, they could be used as low-cost HMDs. Latest
AR glasses have multiple features integrated, for example, on-board computation units, various
connection interfaces, and reliable power supplies. This is beneficial for the integration in an
aircraft environment, where each modification creates much effort.

Although COTS AR glasses have the advantages of a supplied software environment, the
functionality is limited to designated use cases. In the case of the Microsoft HoloLens 2, the
provided operation system and software have been developed for the use in static remote work
environments. To be able to use the system in a three-dimensional vibrating dynamic environ-
ment, advanced system understanding of the environment and the AR glasses is necessary. This
knowledge is restrained by the manufacturer. In addition, support systems are required to provide
data on the current position and orientation of the AR glasses in the world.

Although the first vehicles in the automotive sector are equipped with the AR head-up dis-
plays as standard, there is also great industrial interest in research on the application of future AR
systems of this kind.27–32 This includes the rapid development and testing of the systems in the
moving vehicle in order to make a basis for larger decisions. In this way, the advantages com-
pared to other display types or different symbologies can be examined.33–35 In addition, there is
the forecast that AR glasses will replace smartphones, according to which the smartphone man-
ufacturers align their corporate strategy.36 Then practically everyone would always have AR
glasses like the HoloLens with them. This means that HMD assistance systems could be used
very widely in vehicles such as cars, bicycles, ships,37 planes, helicopters, or urban air taxis.

After the HoloLens proved to be an excellent basis for HMD research in the simulator, our
questions regarding an integration into a real helicopter was whether it is possible to use such
COTS AR glasses as a HMD, how the quality is, and what the possibilities and limitations are.
These questions are answered here and in addition, the validated methods of that integration are
provided.

Note that the term hologram is used here to describe the artificial light objects or artificial
holograms that the HoloLens user perceives at the end.

2 Previous Work

The Institute of Flight Systems at German Aerospace Center (DLR) is researching the use of
HMDs as part of the projects Helicopter Flight Safety in Maritime Environments (HELMA) and
Helicopter Deck Landing Assistance (HEDELA). Both projects aim to increase flight safety and
operational availability in offshore environment through the use and evaluation of visual and
guidance assistance systems. Although the main field of operation in the HELMA project
focuses on offshore wind farms, the HEDELA project focuses on helicopter ship deck landing.
The projects are carried out in cooperation with the Flight Service of the German Federal Police,
which operate in a broad field of offshore activities such as rescue, reconnaissance, and border
patrol.

After extensive investigation and testing, the Microsoft HoloLens was selected as basis for
further development in the projects. As first step, the HoloLens was integrated into DLR’s Air
Vehicle Simulator (AVES). The AVES is a versatile research flight simulation facility providing a
6 degree of freedom hexapod motion system, which enables the use of multiple cockpit layouts
through a roll-on-roll-off system.38 The Airbus EC135 cockpit was used in the development
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work with the HoloLens. This cockpit has equal dimension and a similar instrumentation as
DLR’s research helicopter Active Control Technology/Flying Helicopter Simulation (ACT/FHS),
which is described in Sec. 3.

The simulator uses the real time helicopter flight model HeliWorX.39,40 All simulator appli-
cations are based on the in-house developed real-time framework 2Simulate.41,42 The highly
customizable and self-supported distributed simulator architecture enables uncomplicated inte-
gration of new systems into the simulator.

The HoloLens is connected to the simulator network via Wi-Fi and a firewall, in order to
receive state and other data from the helicopter. It took two steps to align the holograms with the
simulator’s world. First, the virtual 3D world of all holograms, analogous to the dome of the
simulator, was projected onto a sphere. Second, this virtual dome of the holograms had to be
placed and aligned exactly on the dome of the simulator in a calibration process. To remove
rainbow effects, jittering and further effects during head movements various filters were inte-
grated to stabilize the hologram. A symbology concept and LIDAR visualization was developed
for the HMD.11,43 The basic symbology is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 through the HoloLens in
the AVES.

The HMD described above was tested and evaluated by 10 pilots during two simulator
campaigns.21,44 The piloted simulator campaigns were conducted in the Alpha Ventus wind farm
as part of the maritime environment in the AVES.45 As the results from the piloted simulator
campaigns in November 2018 and December 2019 suggest, the goals of the HELMA and
HEDELA projects can be archived with an HMD. Analysis of subjective and objective data
from the studies show that workload can be reduced and situational awareness increased using
an HMD in offshore environments. Pilots commented that they felt an increase in their perceived
safety and that such a system is a benefit of comfort in good visual environments and a benefit of
safety in DVE. Most of the advantages were determined in the subjective range. The objective

Fig. 1 Basic symbology.

Fig. 2 Photo through the HoloLens in the AVES.
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analysis of flight data recordings shows no significant differences in handling behavior or
mission performance such as total mission time, average speed, or variation of flight paths.

3 System Setup

The generalized setup of such a system is shown in Fig. 3. A user wearing the HoloLens is on the
vehicle. In general, external trackers consist of two parts: a target that is tracked and a base that
locates the target. The target is attached to the HoloLens and the base to the vehicle. A global
navigation satellite system and inertial navigation system (GNSS/INS) provides state data of
the vehicle, which are mainly position, orientation, and speed. To read and process vehicle and
tracker data, a computer is usually needed. A computer is also required to route the Wi-Fi and,
if desired, to act as a firewall to isolate the Wi-Fi.

TrackIR 5 was used as an external head tracker (EHT) in both helicopter and car. The infrared
LEDs of the tracker were connected to the HoloLens with 3D printed attachment pieces and
supplied with power via the HoloLens USB socket to keep it wireless. The car setup is kept
simple and uses a laptop to read and process the TrackIR camera. A smartphone is used as
GNSS/INS together with an interface application programmed for it. Although this is sufficient
for rapid testing and development in the car, there are some issues with this solution implemented
on an iPhone 6s, which was used as a smartphone in the car experiments. These are mainly the
incorrect pitch and roll deflections that occur during vehicle accelerations, the low update rate of
the global positioning system (GPS) with 1 Hz and the errors in GPS altitude. To the helicopter,
this GNSS/INS data are available with better quality through the existing basic instrumentation,
an satellite-based augmentation system, and a sophisticated sensor fusion. Usually, there is also
dedicated vehicle-specific data, such as the engine limits for helicopters. Just as a car was used
for the pretests, the system works for any other vehicle type, making it a flexible general solution.

The HoloLens 2 from Microsoft was used as HMD for the helicopter. The HoloLens 1 has a
smaller field of view (FOV) and less computing power46 but is also fully functional and was used
for early pretests with the car. However, it is difficult to wear a headset comfortably over the
HoloLens 1 because of the thick frame over the ear, and the headset is required in the helicopter
for board and radio communication. A bluetooth keyboard is used as input device to control the
settings in these system tests of the HoloLens-2-HMD. Unity3D is used as the development
environment for the HoloLens 2. The developments of this paper are based on the previous work,
in which the HoloLens was integrated as HMD into a simulator, as stated in Sec. 2.

Tests were carried out to check whether the brightness and maximum display distance of the
HoloLens are sufficient. The holograms are difficult to see in strong sunlight and cannot be seen
if you look directly into the Sun. Regardless of an HMD, the pilot (or more generally the driver)
would often use the Sun visor of the helmet or sunglasses in these cases. Similarly, car tint film
with 20% light transmission was used for the HoloLens visor. Thus holograms are still clearly
visible even in strong sunlight. This film can always be used, especially because when flying
during the day it is generally very bright. Alternatively, it can also be removed in weather

Fig. 3 General system setup.
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conditions with less brightness. In the dark, on the other hand, the hologram light blocks the dark
adaptation of the eye so that the environment, which would be weakly visible without the
HoloLens, can no longer be recognized in the worst case. In addition to light-dark adaptations
of the eyes, limitations of the maximum hologram distance can also be problematic with AR
glasses. But that is not the case with the HoloLens. Holograms can be placed in infinity without
any accommodation problems or other perceptible inconvenience to the user. With the horizon as
an example, there is no noticeable difference between the distance of artificial and real line.

Recording the view through the glasses from a users perspective is very important, especially
for testing and developing head tracking solutions. In this way, errors between the virtual and real
world can then be investigated and rectified. The HoloLens 2 has decent quality internal video
recording when its internal tracking is fully available. This recording is a fake because holograms
are subsequently rendered over the video. Therefore, it looks different from light generated by
the optics. A bigger problem with the internal recording, however, is that it does not work in the
HoloLens’ inertial measurement unit (IMU)-only tracking mode, as the holograms are then
incorrectly positioned with an offset and also jitter a lot. Note that IMU-only tracking is the
default mode for these tests on moving vehicles, as explained in Sec. 5. Therefore, filming with
an external camera was chosen as the approach. However, you cannot film without at least one
eye being recognized by the HoloLens. Probably because the visor can be raised, there is a
feature whereby the hologram generation of the optics is only active when an eye is recognized
or tracked. Therefore, a simple solution is to record with a smartphone while using the HoloLens
normally. Smartphones are thin enough to be positioned between the eye and the visor. As an
alternative to the human eye, the optics can also be activated with an artificial eye. Another
problem is, if the exposure time of the camera is set too short, the holograms are not visible
in the video. This usually occurs when filming with direct sunlight.

Fig. 4 DLR’s research helicopter ACT/FHS.

Fig. 5 The experimental system in the ACT/FHS.
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The final experiments were conducted with DLR’s research helicopter ACT/FHS, which is
shown in Fig. 4. It is a highly modified Airbus (former Eurocopter) EC135 with a unique fly-by-
wire/fly-by-light system fitted instead of the standard control signal transmission.47 With an
experimental computer (EC) system (Fig. 5) and a safety concept consisting of a safety pilot (SP)
and an experimental pilot (EP), this allows researchers to test new sensor systems, software, and
control systems. The system design allows the helicopter to be used as an in-flight or airborne
simulator. The systems dynamics can be manipulated so the pilot has the impression of flying
a different helicopter. The experimental system consists of multiple computers used as data
management, recording, or experimental units. For own applications, a Linux-based system,
the EC, or a Microsoft Windows-based system, the experimental co-computer can be used.
Both feature reliable hardware and multiple standard interfaces such as Ethernet and USB.
Two displays in front of the EP and the flight test engineer can be used as visual output.

4 Head Tracking Overview

In order to use the HoloLens as HMD in a helicopter, head tracking was the main problem as it is
not designed to operate on moving vehicles. The head tracking is required to display holograms
at the correct place in the world. The output is the head pose, which consists of the position and
rotation of the head in three-dimensional space. In practice, the rotation of the head is particularly
important. The position, on the other hand, can often be neglected because the error is transferred
one to one to the world position of the hologram and the range of head movement in the vehicle is
small. But the closer the holograms are to the viewer, the more important the position becomes,
which is usually the case with holograms that are attached in the vehicle.

An overview to the head tracking with its signal flows, decisions, problems, and solutions is
shown in Fig. 6. The upper part, which is surrounded by a magenta box, is about the internal head
tracking (IHT) of the HoloLens. The lower green part, on the other hand, is about the external
tracking. Finally, the fusion of both, internal and external tracking, is illustrated on the right, in
blue. All individual blocks are discussed in detail in the following sections. The general idea is to
use the IMU-based rotation of the internal HoloLens tracking in combination with an external
tracker as reference against the internal drift. The proposed approach to head tracking on a mov-
ing platform is designed around the HoloLens but is not tied to any particular vehicle or type of
vehicle. The frequently used terms internal and external tracking describe whether it is part of
the HoloLens or not.

To apply external or modified head tracking to the HoloLens, a workaround is used. The
camera’s pose in Unity3D is always set to the IHT measurement and cannot be changed in
position or rotation. Therefore, a parent transform is used for the camera, which is always set
to the inverse transformation of the camera. This means that the resulting camera is always at
zero and can be set to the pose of a custom tracker with another parent.

5 Internal Head Tracking

HoloLens internal inside-out head tracking uses four environmental cameras and an IMU. This
full IHT does not work in moving vehicles as it is not designed for it. Tests in moving cars and
the flying helicopter showed frequent jumps and drift in tracking as error behavior, and in the
worst case total failure, visible through rapid chaotic rotations of all holograms.

By covering the environmental cameras, the HoloLens goes into a rotational only tracking
state that is based on the IMU. This feature is actually intended to bridge brief, accidental obscu-
rations but works just as well for permanent covering. In this case, without the visual odometry,
the tracking is more robust and can be used in moving vehicles, but there are some drawbacks. In
addition to the lack of positional tracking, these are long-term responses in form of drift errors.
Short-term errors, on the other hand, such as hologram jitter as a major immersion factor remain
barely perceptible. In general, apart from drift errors, the orientation tracking is very good in this
IMU-only state.

Also note that this IMU-only tracking is done relative to earth instead of the helicopter.
The important advantage here is that high-frequency state errors of the vehicle, which inevitably
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arise due to latency but also due to measurement errors, do not propagate to the world-fixed
holograms. The world-fixed holograms are therefore very immersive, stable, and free of jitter.

The mentioned drift errors of the IMU-only mode are accumulated over time by integrating
the rotation rates measured by the gyroscopes. Drift is usually addressed with a reference. For
pitch and roll, the gravity direction of an accelerometer is commonly used as reference. A mag-
netometer is often used for heading, but although the HoloLens has one, the heading still drifts,
possibly due to its electromagnetic emissions. From the viewer’s perspective, the north of the
hologram world does not stay at real north but drifts to the left or right. A typical drift speed
would be 1 deg per 3 s, but of course that varies. To fix this heading drift problem, an EHT is
used, as described in Sec. 6. For rapid testing without external dependencies, the user can also
compensate the heading drift by rotating the virtual world with manual inputs.

The drift of pitch and roll, on the other hand, is referenced with gravity. If the x, y, z com-
ponents of the gravity vector are known in body space, then the pitch and roll angles of this body
can be determined trigonometrically. However, the accelerometers output gravity only in the
stationary case. In practice, body movement is usually superimposed on gravity. The separation
usually occurs due to the lower frequency of gravity. The methods used by Microsoft for the
HoloLens are not published, but based on testing and experience, there is no drift in pitch or roll
when moving the head. However, this does not work properly with additional vehicle acceler-
ations. The HoloLens incorrectly interprets the accelerations as components of gravity. As a
result, the virtual hologram world is slowly rotated away from its correct orientation. This behav-
ior is referred to herein as “gravity swim.”

Fig. 6 Head tracking overview for the HoloLens in moving vehicles.
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Recorded examples of gravity swimming with data from car accelerations are shown in
Fig. 7. The causal sequence is (1) vehicle accelerates, (2) pitch rotation of HoloLens gravity
estimation (gray line), and (3) HoloLens head tracking slowly following its gravity estimation
(blue line). From the user’s perspective, the artificial horizon drops about 5 deg, a few seconds
after accelerating from 0 to 40 km∕h. To acquire the data, videos were recorded while looking
through the HoloLens at the artificial horizon. The time sequences of the head tracking errors
(blue lines in Fig. 7) were measured from video frames as difference between artificial and real
horizon. The vehicle accelerations (source of gray lines) are known due to the iPhone application
representing a GNSS/INS.

To fix or mitigate this gravity swim error, a system identification was carried out. The basic
idea is to reverse the incorrect gravity swim rotation with its identified estimation. Results of that
estimation are illustrated in Fig. 7 as red lines. The identified discrete-time transfer function with
a sample time of 1∕60 s is

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;410

YðzÞ
UðzÞ ¼

1.1055 × 10−5z−1

1 − 0.997168454 z−1 − 0.999995202 z−2 þ 0.9971732907 z−3
: (1)

Although this system identification is one dimensional, gravity swim is a two-dimensional
problem and must be implemented accordingly. Testing this system identification approach in
the car showed the expected error mitigation for longitudinal vehicle acceleration but not in
turns. For 90 deg car turns, the gravity swim error was only about half of its estimation.
Accelerations which change the direction of the vehicle, instead of the magnitude, have a weaker
effect on the gravity swim error. The cause is not fully understood at this point. A two-
dimensional data recording, to improve this system identification, is still pending. However,
a straightforward scalar reduction of the acceleration components that change the direction
of the vehicle already improve the result. Therefore, to separate the inertial acceleration into
magnitude and direction, it is formulated in flight path space (k)
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where VK is the speed, χ is the heading, and γ is the pitch angle of the flight path. Here _χ is scaled
down to 40% in the car and to 70% in the helicopter. This values come from testing. The result-
ing acceleration is then transformed into the north-east-down space so that the gravity swim
estimate can be applied to the north and east axes as a counter rotation.

Finally, on the subject of gravity swim, it should be noted that the error is not completely
eliminated with the system identification approach presented here but only reduced. In practice,
the reduction of head tracking errors in pitch and roll is around 80% for longitudinal vehicle
acceleration and worse for turns. The remaining error is dealt with by an EHT as described in
Sec. 6.

Fig. 7 Gravity swim and its system identification with four data sets that were acquired with a car.
The car was accelerated from a standstill to ∼40 km∕h and then braked back to a standstill, rep-
resented by the gray line.
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A different but important HoloLens internal behavior is the postrendering image warp.48

After rendering a scene for a particular viewpoint, its associated head pose is already outdated
due to the required computing time. Therefore, the head pose is measured again after rendering
and with it the image is re-rendered according to the latest viewpoint change. Additionally,
instead of using head poses directly, predictions of them are often used.

The HoloLens’ postrendering image warp is one of the main reasons why the holograms are
so stable in the room without jittering. It thus makes a great contribution to immersion. As a side
note, it does not work for head-fixed holograms, they will experience jitter caused by this warp-
ing. The warping is always based on the internal tracking and always active. Also no user inter-
action is possible. Therefore, it has a huge impact on the structure of head tracking solutions for
the HoloLens on a moving platform. More specifically, it excludes all options that focus on an
external tracker while ignoring internal tracking. Even an ideal perfect EHTwithout any errors or
latency would have a lot of jitter due to the warping, which is, as pointed out, always based on
the internal tracker.

6 External Head Tracking

The IHT of the HoloLens is incorrect on moving platforms, as explained in Sec. 5. In order to
correct this drift errors, an EHT is used in a fusion with the internal tracking. Various external
outside-in head tracking systems were tested for their usability.

The alternative is to use the EHT alone and discard the IHT. This EHT-only mode is imple-
mented and has been investigated. The main problem with this tracking mode is the postrender-
ing image warp generating a lot of jitter, as explained at the end of Sec. 5. This image warp-based
jitter is superimposed by measurement jitter and latency-based jitter. Hence, some improvements
can be made, such as using a better EHT and minimizing latency. Sources of latency are the
measuring pipeline, data processing, Wi-Fi, and the update interval of the HoloLens. For this,
it is important to operate the HoloLens with 60 frames per second. To fix the jitter of the remain-
ing latency, predictive filters were tested, including a Kalman filter and a long-short-term
memory (LSTM) network. The LSTM network in particular was very promising because it was
able to learn typical head movements. However, they were not implemented because they only
improve the jitter of the latency but not the jitter of the postrendering image warp, which was the
bigger problem.

6.1 Tracking Technologies

There are mainly two different technologies for outside-in EHTs, optical and electromagnetic
trackers. Most optical trackers consist of two to four system components: (1) one or multiple
cameras, (2) an image processing unit, (3) optional markers to be mounted on the tracking target,
and (4) an optional IR light source. Those systems use image processing feature detecting and
tracking algorithms. The features can be active targets such as LED arrays or passive marker
arrays with reflective materials, which also need an additional light source. In more recent
approaches, the features are learned using computer vision methods such as deep learning
directly from the IR images using large databases.49,50 Both the LED arrays and the passive
markers use IR light with a typical wavelength of 850 nm. Manufacturers for those systems
are, for example, Advanced Realtime Tracking (ART), OptiTrack, or NaturalPoint. Some sys-
tems, such as Smart Eye, do not need additional markers and use facial features for their tracking
algorithms. Another method of optical tracking is used by the HTC Lighthouse tracking system,
which uses fast rotating IR light sources and a device mounted on the tracking target with multi-
ple photosensors to catch the IR rays.

The advantages of optical EHTs are the lightweight and simple system setup, a popular use in
the VR/AR business, and a reasonable price. The minimum system setup consists of one camera
with an IR light source, a reflective marker on the target, and a computer as image processing
unit. Since the technology is widely used with consumer VR products, many open-source appli-
cations even for the use of a standard PC webcam are available. The angular tracking range is
limited by the horizontal and vertical FOVof the cameras. The distance can be up to 20 m with
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active markers. Since passive markers reflect the light coming from an additional IR light source,
the tracking distance is much less due to the intensity loss by traveling the double way. The
accuracy of the tracking solution is depended on the used hardware and software. The minimal
tracking resolution is dependent on the resolution of the photosensor in the used cameras.
Multiple cameras can create a wider FOV. With active markers and bright LEDs, the tracking
distance can be increased. Optical filters, such as IR filter, are used to reduce disturbances by
unwanted light sources. Applications using artificial intelligence approaches and predictive pose
estimation can improve the tracking solution. A disadvantage of optical trackers is the need of
a clear line of sight (LOS) between camera and target and disturbances through unwanted addi-
tional light sources. Brightness coming from the Sun can blind the cameras or confuse the
tracking algorithm, even if it is indirect light. A confusion of the tracking algorithm can also
come through unwanted reflections for example on glasses or mirrors. Another disadvantage
might be the size of the target markers, which can be a bulky array to enable a precise recognition
from multiple points of view.

Electromagnetic EHTs consist of three main components. A source unit creates an electromag-
netic field, in which a sensor mounted on the tracking target can determine its pose by measuring
the direction and intensity of the magnetic field lines. The calculation of the pose is done by an
additional processing unit. The advantages of electromagnetic trackers lie in the independence to
external light sources and the small size of the target mounted sensor. Furthermore, no direct LOS
between the source and the sensor is necessary, and a tracking through non-transparent materials is
possible. Disadvantages are the sensitivity of the electromagnetic field and the sensor to ferrit
materials and current-carrying wires. Those disturb the trackers electromagnetic field and the
tracking result becomes unreliable. There are approaches such as the Polhemus fly true technology
to identify and eliminate the disturbances that create additional latency.51

6.2 Tested External Head Trackers

For the integration into the ACT/FHS, various EHTs with the optical and electromagnetic tech-
nology were tested. The systems are described briefly and a comparison and a decision regarding
the application in the trials are given. A summary of their properties is listed in Table 1.

The SMARTTRACK3 as shown in Fig. 8(a) is a complete tracking unit consisting of two
cameras, an 850-nm IR light source and a processing unit build into a single unit. It can be used
with active or passive tracking targets. According to the published data sheet,52 the unit can track
targets with an image sensor with 1280 × 1024 pixels at an update rate of 150 Hz within a ver-
tical FOVof 121 deg, a horizontal FOV of 93 deg, and a distance of 3 m. With reduced sensor
resolution, an update rate of 240 Hz is possible. The unit is powered via power of Ethernet and
weights about 1.5 kg. A software named Dtrack and a software development kit (SDK) is
provided.

The HTC Vive (former lighthouse) setup, shown in Fig. 8(b), consists of (1) two SteamVR
base stations and (2) one tracker unit to be mounted on the tracking target. Within the base
stations, two quickly rotating units emit IR light, which is captured by 16 photosensors built
into the tracker unit. A calibration of the room setup of the base stations is necessary, which
requires either Vive VR glasses or a Vive controller. The system requires the gaming software
Steam with the additional application SteamVR installed. An SDK named OpenVR is available
that enables access to the tracking data from own applications. The latency has been tested to be
at an average 47 ms.53

The Polhemus VIPER as shown in Fig. 8(c) is an electromagnetic tracker consisting of (1) an
electromagnetic field generator unit, (2) one or multiple sensors, and (3) a processing unit. The
sensor measures the magnetic flux within the magnetic field created by the field generator unit.
From the sensor measurements, the processing unit can calculate the position of the sensor
within the known magnetic field. According to the data sheet,51 the static accuracy is transla-
tional at 0.38 mm and rotational at 0.1 deg with a maximum update rate of 960 Hz and a latency
of 1 to 3 ms.

The NaturalPoint TrackIR as shown in Fig. 8(d) is an optical tracking system consisting of
(1) a camera unit with an integrated IR light source and (2) a marker unit, which can be active
with three LEDs or passive with reflective tape. According to the specifications,54 the camera can
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track a single target at a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels, an update rate of 120 Hz, and a latency of
9 ms within a horizontal and vertical FOV of 51.7 deg. On request, NaturalPoint provides an
SDK to access the raw and filtered tracking data in own applications.

6.3 Requirements and Selection

The above presented EHTs were tested with the main requirement to be used in the ACT/FHS
helicopter. Derived from that are the requirements that the device should be: (a) able to operate in
a moving environment with changing environmental (e.g., light) conditions; (b) compatible with
the HoloLens hardware and its electromagnetic emissions; (c) airworthiness certifiable; (d) as
light and small as possible; and (e) compatible with existing systems in the helicopter.

Table 1 Comparison of the tested EHTs.

Name Latency
Update
rate Weight Advantages/disadvantages

ART SMARTTRACK3
(optical)52

5 to 8 ms 150 to
240 Hz

1.5 kg + Out-of-the-box functionality

+ SDK with many high-level features

+ No camera or room setup calibration
necessary

− Highweight of the unit

HTC Vive (optical)53 47 ms n.a. 0.5 kg + Low cost and easy availability

+ Open-source applications

+ Many forums for troubleshooting

− Base stations pause tracking when
sense motion

Polhemus VIPER
(eletromagnetic)51

1 to 3 ms 240 to
960 Hz

1 kg + Independent to light disturbances

+ Very high update frequency

+ Very high precision

− Sensitive to Ferrit and current-carrying wires

NaturalPoint TrackIR 5
(optical)54

9 ms 120 Hz 0.1 kg + Low cost and easy availability

+ Very lightweight and straightforward system

+ No camera or room setup calibration necessary

− Small FOV and lower accuracy to the edges

− Inconveniences in the SDK

− Highly susceptible to interference from sunlight

Fig. 8 Tested EHTs with their (1) bases and (2) targets.
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The HTC Vive did not comply with req. (a). As soon as the base stations sense motion, the
rotating IR emitter inside stops and the tracking immediately cancels. While having the overall
best, fastest, and most current tracking results, the Polhemus VIPER could not be used with the
relatively strong electromagnetic field of the HoloLens and therefore did not comply with req.
(b). With the sensor directly mounted to the HoloLens tracking errors up to 20 deg, resulting
from electromagnetic disturbances could be observed. A mapping of the electromagnetic field or
mounting the sensor on a boom outside the disturbances was considered but discarded due to the
increased effort. The ART SMARTTRACK3 showed the best tracking results from the tested
optical trackers. Even with disturbances coming from sunlight, a precise tracking solution could
be calculated. Since the cameras must be positioned to observe the pilots head, a position near
the helicopters instrument panel is unavoidable. It was not possible to find a place for the
SMARTTRACK3 where the system does not obstruct the pilots sight or conflict with controls,
which is a mandatory requirement for airworthiness certification. Furthermore, structural mod-
ifications would have been necessary to mount the 1.5-kg heavy system on the instrument panel.
As a result, this system did not comply with req. (c). The TrackIR complies with all requirements
listed above. As the tracking result is not as precise as other trackers, it cannot be used as a
permanent solution. For this proof of concept demonstration, the precision was sufficient.
A big advantage of the system is the compact size and lightweight design, which decreased
airworthiness certification efforts.

6.4 Software

To access and prepare the tracking data from various EHTs and send it to the HoloLens, an
application named head tracking server (HTS) was developed. The HTS is a cross-platform
application currently supporting Windows and Linux with the goal of being as lightweight
as possible to run on a PC within the ACT/FHS experimental system. It is written in C++ and
uses an object-oriented multithreading approach with an update rate up to 1000 Hz. A user inter-
face was created using ncurses (Linux) and the corresponding Windows version pdcurses. The
SDKs provided by the tracker manufacturers described above were included and could be called
at runtime using classes derived from the generic tracker class. When new data from a tracker is
available, a preprocessing transforms the pose into axes directions of the HoloLens interface and
then it is transformed again into a defined center. This center is manually placed on the head
center of the vehicle during initialization. A logger running periodically is included to debug the
tracker data. A function to measure the current reading update rate of the tracker SDK interface is
also included.

6.5 Sunlight Interference with TrackIR

TrackIR 5 was not designed to operate outdoors and it does not work at all in sunlight. The
problem can be divided into two categories: (a) direct sunlight on the camera and (b) objects
in the camera view are in direct sunlight. As for (a), it was fixed with a 3D printed glareshield for
the TrackIR camera. To fix (b), tests with IR and IR cut filters were performed. As a result, 24
layers of car tint film with 20% light transmission filter out the sunlight reflections, but the IR
radiation of the LEDs is still detected. Only areas with reflectivity of white or better are still
strong enough to penetrate. It is critical to bring the film together cleanly, without interference
on the surface, otherwise measurement noise will arise. The shape should be similar to the sur-
face of the camera, otherwise, distortions due to refraction of light will occur on the tint films.
Note that this worked as a proof of concept, but there are a large number of external trackers that
solve the sunlight problem internally. If the selected tracker has problems with sunlight, fewer
layers with less light transmission should be preferred.

Tests with these adjustments shows that sunlight disturbances usually no longer occur or
occur very rarely. If it happens anyway, the head tracking jumps very noticeably from the user’s
point of view. A similar error occurs when the tracking is outside of its FOV. A so-called garbage
filter has been implemented in order to identify incorrect tracking data. It is not based on TrackIR
but works the same for other trackers. The filter also uses the internal tracking as a reference to
check the validity of the external one. If the signal is classified as false, it is not used by the
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Kalman filter in the respective time step. Short interruptions are no problem because the external
tracker is used as a long-term reference anyway.

As a side note, HoloLens’ depth camera also emits IR radiation, which disturbs TrackIR.
Therefore, the camera was covered with tape.

7 Kalman Fusion

The fusion of internal and external head tracking data is done with a Kalman filter. The internal
tracker is free of jitter but drifts. In contrast, the external tracker jitters a lot for various reasons
and it is delayed due to latency. Therefore, the internal data should be used in the short term and
the external data in the long term. The general idea of the fusion is: “primarily use the internal
tracker but drift to the external.”

Different fusion methods were implemented for testing and comparison. A complementary
filter, as a straightforward approach, and most importantly two Kalman filters, one that only
fuses the heading and one that fuses all three Euler angles. The heading-only Kalman filter
is simple and it uses the world space heading of the external tracker. In pitch and roll, gravity
swim and its estimated inversion are present. Apart from the residual error of the gravity swim
estimation, this is a very robust tracking mode that was often used as a fallback mode or for
testing. This was also the primary mode for the car pretests, because due to the data acquisition
via iPhone, there are large pitch and roll errors (≈10 deg) in the cars attitude when it accelerates.
The full Kalman filter follows these errors so the resulting tracking is wrong and useless. These
problems do not occur in the helicopter because of the better navigation systems (GNSS/INS).
The full Kalman filter is intended as the final tracking mode in the helicopter. The state vector of
the filter contains the Euler angles, the rotation rates, the drift error, and the change rates of the
drift error. The internal tracking signal is handled by the measurement matrix as a combination of
Euler angles and drift error. For the implementation, the relationship between Euler angle rates
and body axis rates must be considered. In addition, the internal and external Euler angles are not
given in the same space because the internal center has drifted.

In the event of signal dropouts of the external tracker, which are identified by the garbage
filter, the drift behavior is improved by pseudomeasurements of the drift. This is particularly
useful for TrackIR due to the small FOV with frequent dropouts. For heading, it is good to keep
the drift speed. For pitch and roll it is not really drift but gravity swim, so it is better to keep the
current drift error and zero the rate. Without this adjustments, the drift behaves kind of arbitrarily
because the filter lacks information about it in this situation.

If the Kalman fusion is implemented in this way, the world-fixed holograms slightly move
compared to the real world with faster head movements. Although the errors are small, they are
still very noticeable and therefore affect the immersion. Apart from that, the Kalman fusion drifts
too slowly to the external tracker during a strong gravity swim. Primarily to fix these errors, a
dynamic weighting of the external and internal tracker signals was made. With a feedforward
neural network, as shown in Fig. 9, the standard deviations of the signals are adjusted based on
head movement and gravity swim. In the case of fast head movements, the internal tracker is
trusted more and in the case of fast gravity swim movements, the external tracker is given greater
weight.

8 Calibration

What EHTs should ultimately deliver is the pose of the head relative to the vehicle. But the
tracker just measures its target relative to its base or relative to a manually defined center.
Therefore, the calibration is required to transform the tracker outputs into the desired spaces.

For TrackIR, LEDs are the target and the IR camera represents its base. The calibration is
explained here using the example of TrackIR. However, it works for any external tracker, for any
mounting position of target or base, and for any set center position. This was particularly useful
because of the numerous trackers tested in combination with the various application locations,
such as office, car, simulator, or helicopter. TrackIR’s center can be set to the current LED pose
via the tracker software or the HTS. It is, therefore, possible to manually position this center at a
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defined point in the vehicle in order to manually calibrate it. However, this is an inaccurate and
unnecessary effort as it can be automated.

The calibration is carried out during initialization while the vehicle is still stationary.
Therefore the default, fully functioning internal tracking of the HoloLens with active environ-
mental cameras can be used at this point. The basic idea of the calibration presented here is to use
this full internal tracking as a reference to determine the required transformations for the external
tracker. The internal tracking also requires its own calibration to overlay the virtual world exactly
on the real world. This is done manually, with existing real objects also being displayed as a
hologram and thus serving as a visual reference. A holographic line was used on the nose boom
for the helicopter, as shown in Fig. 10. The virtual world is shifted manually in x, y, z and
heading to perform the calibration of the internal tracking. With the HoloLens, pitch and roll
are automatically aligned according to gravity. This calibration of the internal tracking is only
carried out in order to align the calibration of the external tracker with it.

The derivation of the calibration for an external tracker will be explained below with refer-
ence to Fig. 11. TrackIR’s system with its IR camera is shown on the left. It outputs the pose of
the LEDs relative to its center, represented as transformation matrixD. The transformation matri-
ces used here (D, C, Z, and H) are homogeneous 4D matrices, each containing the position and
rotation of its object. The LEDs are attached to the HoloLens, represented by C. If the HoloLens
is positioned so that the attached LEDs are in its center (TrackIR outputD ¼ identity matrix), the
pose of the HoloLens relative to its internal center is defined as Z. This internal tracking center is

Fig. 10 Manual calibration of the full internal tracking in order to align it with the real world using
the noseboom as a reference. This is then used as a reference to calibrate the external tracker
with it.
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identical to the head center in the vehicle due to the calibration of the internal tracker described
above. The pose of HoloLens’ internal tracking is represented by H. In this mathematical
description, H and D are given, and C and Z are searched for. In addition, the external pose
must be identical to the internal pose:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;509ZC−1DC¼! H; (3)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;116;462DC − CZ−1H¼! 0: (4)

This equation has no unique solution. Furthermore, H and D can change over time, whereas
C and Z are assumed to be constant. As a side note: if C changes because the attachment is
changed or Z changes because it is centered again, then a recalibration is needed. Now the idea
is to record several samples (index k) of D and H to solve it as an optimization problem. The
error matrix with E ¼ ðeijkÞ ∈ R4×4×N of one sample is

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;116;386Ek ¼ DkC − CZ−1Hk¼! 0; (5)

and the optimization problem is

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;116;339minimize
x∈R12

fðxÞ ¼
XN
k¼1

X3
j¼1

X4
i¼1

eijk2 þ p
XN
k¼1

X4
i¼1

ei4k2: (6)

This is the squared sum of all elements in E, where the positional error entries, defined in
meters, are scaled down by p ¼ 0.1. With p, it can be determined how rotation and position
errors are weighted against each other by the optimizer. So p represents the angle error in degree,
which has the same effect on fðxÞ as a position error of≈3.5 cm, here 0.1°¼̂3.5 cm. This follows
from how a rotation matrix changes with small angles, the sum of the absolute entries in the
linearized derivation is 2 · π∕180 ≈ 0.0349. N is the number of recorded samples and x contains
positions and rotations as Euler angles to create the transformation matrices CðxÞ and ZðxÞ:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;116;203x ¼ ½½ xC yC zC �; ½ϕC θC ψC �; ½ xZ yZ zZ �; ½ϕZ θZ ψZ ��: (7)

To numerically solve this optimization problem the “limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–
Goldfarb–Shanno” algorithm is used.55

Note that when recording samples of D and H there is usually latency when acquiring the
external tracker data D. Therefore, the recording is stopped during dynamic movements of the
head and switched on when the head is briefly stationary. The samples should be distributed
roughly evenly over the FOV of the external tracker.

With this calibration or a slightly expanded structure, static measurement errors of the exter-
nal tracker can also be largely reduced. An example of such errors is camera distortions that are
still present or that occur for example due to the stacked car tint films against the Sun.

Fig. 11 Derivation of the calibration for EHTs, as a 2D top-down illustration of the 3D problem.
Note that external pose and internal pose represent two different measurements of the head pose.
They differ due to measurement errors (in D and H) and calibration errors (in C and Z ). The cal-
ibration minimizes the difference between the two poses.
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9 Certification

In order to test the described system in a flying helicopter, all equipment and changes to the
helicopter needed to be proven airworthy for experimental purposes. The used helicopter
ACT/FHS is built and operated solely for experimental purposes and therefore provides an air-
worthy safety concept with an EP and an SP. This concept allows the use of development soft-
ware and control command models with a failure probability of 1 (meaning it can fail at any
time). When a failure occurs during an experiment, the EP can switch off the experiment via a
switch on the controls or the SP takes over the controls and simultaneously cancels the experi-
ment. For the described experiments, this means that the developed software did not have to
follow standards such as the aviation norm DO-178C56 of the Radio Technical Commission
for Aeronautics (RTCA). For the installed hardware components such as the HoloLens, EHT,
Raspberry Pi and power converters, various mechanical and electrical developments as well
as compliance testing and documentation were necessary. Proofs of compliance with airworthi-
ness standards were necessary mainly for the following mechanical issues: (1) crash, vibration,
and acceleration-proof mounting and (2) deposition of HoloLens and keyboard during critical
flight phases. Proofs for electrical issues were (3) no influence on helicopter power systems,
(4) no influence of radiation (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and other electromagnetic emissions) on aviation
equipment, (5) safety of lithium-ion batteries, and (6) procedures in case of short circuits and fire.

An example for a proof of compliance is the test for electromagnetic compatibility (EMC).
This is necessary to prove that the emissions of the device do not disturb any aircraft equipment.
The tests have been performed according to RTCA DO-160G57 in DLR’s EMC chamber with
properly calibrated measurement equipment. The results for the complete modification setup
(HoloLens, Raspberry Pi, Wiring, and power converter) as shown in Fig. 12 show significant
peaks at 2.4 GHz (Bluetooth and Wi-Fi) and 5 GHz (802.11ac Wi-Fi). Those emissions and a
small peak around 1.5 GHz coming from the HoloLens exceed the limits for category M equip-
ment defined in the RTCA DO-160G visualized as red solid line in Fig. 12. As a result of the
limit violations, a test in the running helicopter on ground had to be performed. The test verified
that no avionic equipment was affected by the electromagnetic emissions of the HoloLens.

10 Flight Tests

The flight campaign was intended as a system test with a focus on the proposed head tracking
solution in a proof-of-concept demonstration. Figure 13 shows an example of the holograms that
the pilot sees. The quality of the head tracking is determined by the error between real and
virtual world.

Some of the holograms are world-fixed like horizon circle with pitch ladder, heading tape,
obstacle highlights, or a tunnel-in-the-sky. If the real counterpart is also visible, such as the
horizon or an obstacle, the errors between real and virtual world can be perceived and measured.

Fig. 12 Results of the EMC measurement of the complete modification setup.
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This errors define the quality of the head tracking, and can be split up in positional and rotational
errors. As stated previously, position errors are transferred one-to-one to the position of the holo-
gram. The head’s freedom of movement in a helicopter or car is relatively small (≤20 cm). In
addition, the relative error increases the closer the hologram is positioned to the viewer. The head
tracking solution presented here does not utilize positional tracking and therefore always
includes the full position error of the head relative to its center. However, since the distances
to the holograms are large enough, this error does not matter here. In the case of holograms that
are pseudoattached in the vehicle, positional tracking would have to be added. For this purpose,
data from the external tracker could be used as a straightforward but qualitatively moderate
option.

Rotational errors, on the other hand, are very critical. As an example in Fig. 13, the error
between the red and blue line is less then half a degree but still very clearly perceptible in the
picture and even better when using the HoloLens. In addition, human perception is specialized in
seeing movements in the world, with rapid movements becoming even more evident. Therefore,
minimal jitter is important for immersion and thus for a good head tracking quality.

The general method of these first system tests was to find all possible head tracking errors.
This was done by looking directly through the HoloLens or recording. Using the horizon line,
pitch, and roll errors can always be seen if the real horizon is also visible. In addition, some
selected wind turbines with its associated obstacle holograms were used. Long straight sections
of railroad tracks, canals, or roads were used to check the heading in isolation. The real heading
of these objects and the GPS coordinates of the wind turbines were acquired from Google Earth.
Also head and helicopter movements were always considered to find or maximize errors, in an
escalating order of combinations. Furthermore, various head tracking states, fusion methods, and
gravity swimming were examined in the flight test program, such as IHT, EHT, complementary
filter, full Kalman filter, heading-only Kalman filter, and the gravity swim filter.

In addition to the holograms, which assist the pilot, four debug holograms were used to
analyze the head tracking in this type of system tests. These are shown in Fig. 14. The first
and most important shows the external tracker and its error to the tracking currently used (green
square and white cross). Since the green square represents only the LOS, additional clock hand
lines indicate the roll error. The error also includes jitter and latency of the external tracking. The
latency becomes visible when the head is moved. The low-frequency portion of this error shows
where the fusion will drift. The second debug hologram are additional horizon lines to visualize
either the horizon of HoloLens’ internal tracking (blue line Fig. 14) or hypothetical horizons of
further gravity swim filters to compare which one works best. Third is the nose boom line, it is
the only hologram in this project that is attached directly in the vehicle. It supports the assess-
ment of the tracking error but also always includes the full position error of the head. The fourth
and final debug hologram is the enlarged pitch ladder with a small step size of 1 deg. All ladder
steps can be drawn in a full circle analogous to the horizon. Either way, the tracking error can be
quantified with a certain accuracy, similar to a ruler.

Fig. 13 View through the HoloLens during in-flight system tests.
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Errors in head tracking can be divided into short-term behavior such as jitter or latency and
long-term behavior such as offsets or drift. The jitter and latency of world-fixed holograms are
similar but slightly worse than HoloLens’ quality in normal operation on the ground, which
means there is almost no jitter and no latency. At least it was so small that it could not be mea-
sured with the recording method in the vibrating helicopter. These vibrations, excessive head
shaking, and rotational movement of the helicopter also had no noticeable effect on the jitter or
latency. The long-term behavior was not so perfect but still decent. The main reason was using
TrackIR as external tracker, with its small FOV, the slight distortions toward the edges due to the
stacked car tint films on the camera of TrackIR and other minor errors. However, this can only be
confirmed with certainty in future tests when TrackIR is replaced by a better external tracker.

Note that even when head tracking errors occur, the entire virtual world does not align with
the real world, but the virtual world in itself is still correct. Head-fixed displays are unaffected,
but they are inherently jittered in the HoloLens because of the postrendering image warp, so they
were filtered, just like in the simulator.11 Regardless of this, one feedback from the pilot was that
the lower edge of the visor is exactly above the PFD when the head is in a central position so that
the head instead of just the eyes have to be moved.

The EHT-only mode has also been examined and is very useful for testing and debugging.
But due to strong jitter and high latency, the quality is far worse than the fusion modes. The
FULL-IHT mode was also tested. In the flying helicopter, the covers of the environmental cam-
eras of the HoloLens were removed. The weather was gray and foggy with occasional weak
cloud contours. As with the test in a car, it did not work, and it was even more faulty in that
it drifted away quickly around the roll axis, even though the helicopter was flying stationary. The
tests for gravity swim did not result in any surprises, and it was very similar to the preliminary
tests in the car. Only other maneuvers could be flown, such as larger turns with bank angle. It
worked well for simple speed changes and just as in the car, the identified filter was worse in
turns. Even if it does not completely fix the error, every mitigation helps to improve the overall
result.

In addition to the head tracking tests, some symbology studies were also carried out. This
involves a simple test of the visibility of different line colors. As can also be seen in Fig. 15, the
pure blue colors can be seen very poorly or not at all because they are very dark. Further tests
included approaching and flying through a generic LIDAR point cloud, as shown in Fig. 16. It is
significantly better than the monochrome alternative and has potential when used correctly.

Fig. 14 Debug holograms to visualize errors and intermediate steps of the head tracking.

Fig. 15 Testing visibility of line colors.
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Nevertheless, there is a lot of clutter that obscures large parts of the view. Another test was flying
various tunnels, as can be seen in Fig. 16. The tunnels were very immersive, stable, and easy to
fly. There was hardly any noticeable difference to the simulator.

11 Conclusion and Outlook

As demonstrated on a helicopter, the Microsoft HoloLens 2 can be used on moving vehicles as a
head-worn display. Therefore, such a HoloLens-HMD can be used as a basis in rapid develop-
ment pipelines to test all kinds of new head-worn AR symbology. In addition, there are many
more general questions that can only be investigated with such or a similar HMD system.

The proposed head tracking solution uses the IMU-only tracking of the HoloLens and com-
pensates the resulting drift errors with an external tracker. The HoloLens goes into IMU-only
tracking when the cameras are covered. With a system identification approach, the error that
arises from vehicle accelerations could be reduced by 80% for straight vehicle accelerations
and by about 50% in turns. The remaining error is handled by the external tracking, respectively,
the fusion.

An alternative head tracking structure, which was also implemented and examined in the
flight test, is to ignore the internal tracking entirely and only use the external tracker.
However, this solution is much poorer in quality because of strong jitter. The jitter mainly comes
from the HoloLens’ internal postrendering image warp and due to latencies.

Various EHTs were examined, tested, and compared. An application was developed to read
out all external trackers, to prepare and generalize the data for the HoloLens. TrackIR 5 was
selected as an external tracker for the flight tests, mainly because it was easy to integrate into
the helicopter. It is a very simple tracker designed to be used indoors and not working in the Sun.
As workaround, a glare shield was 3D-printed for the camera and in addition, more then
20 layers of car tint film were used on the camera. With it TrackIR 5 could be used in the
Sun, the HoloLens also works in the Sun.

The fusion is done with a Kalman filter. The internal IMU is free of jitter but drifts. In con-
trast, the external signal jitters a lot but does not drift. Therefore, the internal data are used in the
short term and the external data in the long term. In order to further minimize the head tracking
errors, a dynamic weighting of the observation noise was added. With fast head movements, the

Fig. 16 Tests carried out for (a), (c) visualization of generic LIDAR data and (b), (d) various tunnel
representations.
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internal tracker is trusted more and with strong errors due to vehicle accelerations the external
tracker is given more weight. Furthermore, a complementary filter and a heading-only filter have
been implemented. Both were very useful in the development process.

The calibration of the external tracker was derived as an optimization problem and is there-
fore largely automated. The fully functional HoloLens internal tracking serves as a reference
while the vehicle is not yet moving. This HoloLens tracking is calibrated manually with the
help of the noseboom.

In that way, very immersive world-fixed holograms can be created in color without jitter or
latency, to potentially aid almost every task that occurs with vehicles. Lower frequency errors, on
the other hand, mainly depend on the selected external tracker. Therefore, the accuracy should be
high, the FOV should be large enough (vehicle and task dependent), and the tracker should work
in direct sunlight. Loss of head tracking, as known from working with the HoloLens, never
happened with the proposed solution, so it is very reliable in this regard.

A certification was necessary to use the HoloLens as HMD in flight tests with DLR’s
research helicopter ACT/FHS. An overview was given for the key points of the certification and
results of the EMC measurements were shown. In particular, the proof that the HoloLens’Wi-Fi
does not interfere with the rest of the helicopter electronics caused some problems. However,
due to the safety concept of the helicopter, it was not necessary to prove that the holograms do
not disturb the pilot in his flight task. For other use cases, the certification can become time-
consuming and problematic.

The flight campaign was carried out successfully. The presented head tracking solution was
examined for errors, and it could be demonstrated that this solution works very well as a concept.
Various debug holograms were developed and used in this system test. In addition, the HMD
symbologies were also tested by the pilots using them relatively freely.

The system benefits from all existing features of the HoloLens, current and potential futures,
such as hand and eye tracking, depth camera and other sensors, remote rendering, and spatial
mapping. On the other hand, some of the head tracking developments are laborious reverse
engineering workarounds because there is no full access to the HoloLens.

Now, knowing that this head-worn display pipeline works with very good quality, it will be
iteratively further developed in the future in order to use it for its intended purpose—researching
AR assistance for operators in their real vehicles, with a focus on helicopters.

The mobile setup of this HMD system that was used in the car should be further developed
toward more autonomy. So that it can be used flexibly in any vehicle without any integration
effort. In order to replace the smartphone as a vehicle state sensor, better GNSS/INS systems are
planned to be examined. Another weak point is the TrackIR as an external tracker, which worked
well in this proof of concept demonstration, but with a better tracker, the overall quality can be
significantly improved. Particularly problematic are the small horizontal FOV with about
�45 deg but also measurement errors, which are partly caused by the stacked layers of car tint
film. Therefore, future research will also concentrate on the usability and efficiency of light-
weight tracking technologies. A replacement could be the external tracker ARTTRACK6/M,
which is similar to SMARTTRACK3 but much more compact. A completely different approach
is a localization based on the depth camera of the HoloLens using the known cockpit. This would
make the external tracker unnecessary.

Furthermore, ergonomic and psychological aspects of using COTS AR glasses in flying
vehicles will be evaluated in the future. There is a huge variety of possibilities to assist the pilot
with AR displays. On top of that, there is a large variety of tasks that can be improved in per-
formance, safety, workload, situational awareness, and comfort. Therefore, there is a lot of room
for further research, whereby we are currently mainly oriented toward rescue helicopters and
urban air taxis.
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